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Geometric constraints for the design of
diffusing-wave spectroscopy experiments
P. D. Kaplan,  Ming  Hsii  Kao, A. G. Yodh,  and  David J. Pine
Diffusing-wave spectroscopy (DWS) experiments require  the choice of suitable sample geometry.  We
study sample geometries for transmission experiments by performing DWS measurements on a variable
thickness cell.  The data reveal that DWS works well, giving consistent answers to within 5% when the
cell is more than 10 random walk step lengths thick, and that the input geometry is less significant when
sample cells are immersed in water than  when they are surrounded  by air.  Further,  we see that  the
applicability of the diffusion approximation depends on the anisotropy of individual scattering events.
The  development  of diffusing-wave spectroscopy14
(DWS) has  made  it possible to use  diffuse light to
study the motion of particles in opaque suspensions.
In this  paper, we present  a few simple DWS experi-
ments  designed to  provide  clear  answers  to  some
basic design questions about DWS transmission exper-
iments.  In particular,  we consider the importance of
diffuse reflection, input  spot size, and sample thick-
ness on the final results  of DWS measurements.  We
include  several  appendixes  that  address  technical
points of DWS that  should be useful to practitioners.
In a DWS experiment, a laser beam strikes a slab of
scattering material, and the temporal autocorrelation
function  of a small fraction of the light that  passes
through the slab is measured.  The transport  of light
through the slab is treated  as a diffusive process that
can be described by a single parameter,  the  photon
diffusion  coefficient D  In  this  paper  we  discuss
design issues such as the minimum slab thickness  for
which the diffusion approximation is good, the signif-
icance of the materials  that  contain the slab, and the
impact  of the  input  spot  size on  final DWS results.
Previous  work  on  the  breakdown  of the  photon
diffusion  approximation4 measured  the  temporal
spreading  of a  short  pulse  of light through  a  slab.
This  does not directly  tell us  where  DWS will fail,
since DWS relies  on  additional  assumptions  about
temporal  correlations  that  are  not  needed  in  the
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photon diffusion approximation.  Previous work4 on
the  breakdown  of the  diffusion approximation  also
ignored  external  reflections  and  the  importance  of
input  spot size.  Finally, we have tested  the  signifi-
cance of scattering  anisotropy on the applicability of
DWS, a subject that  to our knowledge has  not been
experimentally  addressed.
There  is  a  rich  literature  about  the  problem  of
photon  transport  in turbid  media (see, for example,
Refs. 5-7).  In DWS the  diffusion approximation  is
used to describe photon transport.  In this  approxi-
mation, photons  are treated  as random walkers, with
random walk step length 1*  and a resultant  diffusion
coefficient  D., = vl */3, where v is the speed of light in
the suspension.  The diffusion approximation is valid
for calculating  transport  only over distances  larger
than  several 1.  When scattering  is not  isotropic,
which is the case for particle sizes close to and larger
than  the photon  wavelength, the  random  walk step
length  is  larger  than  the  photon  mean  free  path
length 1.  For optically thin samples, including sam-
ples  that  scatter  once,  is the  critical  parameter,
while  for  optically thick  samples,  * is the  critical
parameter.  These lengths  are connected by the ex-
pression 8
1*  2ko
2
1  (q
2)
(1)
where ko is the photon wave vector in the solvent and
(q
2)  represents  the  average square  scattering  vector
for  a  typical  scattering  event  experienced  by  the
photon  in the  medium.8 We expect that  when  the
diffusion  approximation  breaks  down, we  will  see
different behavior for samples with different values of
1.  Understanding  data  from thin  samples requires
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not considered here.
1.  Experiment
Our  multiple-scattering  apparatus,  Fig.  1, can  be
used for DWS or for measuring  the static transmis-
sion  coefficient of  a  sample.  The  apparatus  con-
sisted of an Ar+ ion laser operating at a wavelength of
514.5 nm, a spatial filter, and collimating optics that
produced a Gaussian beam with a FWHM of 2 cm; the
central  2 cm of the beam were allowed to strike the
sample.  A single speckle  of light transmitted  through
the sample was selected by two pinholes.  To deter-
mine  the  transmission,  the  ratio  of transmitted  to
reflected  intensities  was  measured  and  compared
with  a  standard  sample  for  calibration.  For  the
dynamic measurements,  in order to obtain fast corre-
lations with minimal effects from afterpulsing  in the
photomultiplier  tubes,  we split  the  output  speckle
between  two  photomultiplier  tubes  and  measured
their cross correlation.  The measured cross correla-
tion was related to the field correlation function g1(T),
discussed below, through the Siegert relationship:
(1(0)(7))  =  1  +  PG Ig(T)  j 2  (2)
where PG  is an experimental parameter  that  depends
on the size and separation of the pinholes; it was 0.18
in  our  apparatus.10 When we fit intensity  correla-
tion  functions,  PG  was always  a free parameter.  An
example  of a measured  and  fit correlation  function  is
found in Fig. 2.
To  reduce  the  systematic  effects  that  arise  in
sample preparation,  we varied the  optical thickness
by  changing  the  length  of the  cell rather  than  by
changing  the  sample's  volume  fraction.  The vari-
Fig.  1.  Experimental  apparatus.  The  beam  from  a  w Ar+  ion
laser  is expanded by spatial  filter  SF and collimated with lens
L.  The  flat,  central  2 cm of this  beam  passes  through  iris  I1  and
then illuminates a slab of scattering particles that  may or may not
be  immersed  in  water.  A single  speckle  of transmitted  light  is
selected  by two pinholes  (12 and  13) and split  (by beam  splitter  BS)
between two photomultiplier tubes.  The intensity cross-correla-
tion  function  of  the  two  tubes  is  monitored  by  a  commercial
correlator.  To measure transmission  coefficients,  the laser power
is sampled  by a beam  splitter  placed  in front  of the  sample  so that
the ratio  of transmitted  intensity to laser intensity can be moni-
tored.
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Fig. 2.  Normalized correlation function g1(r) obtained from a + =
0.0443  sample  of 460-nm-diameter  spheres,  with  L  = 750  Am, 1* =
51 pm, and T = 25 C.  The solid curve is the best fit, from the
procedures described in the appendixes, with a reflection coefficient
of 0.02.
able  path-length  cell  was  constructed  of stainless
steel  with  teflon  seals  and  quartz  windows.  The
importance  of transverse  boundaries  is discussed in
Section 5.  The partially  reflecting steel boundary is
unimportant  for the relatively thin  settings  used in
this  experiment.  The cell was a cylinder  with  a 2-cm
diameter  and  a thickness  that  was variable from 70
pum to  1  cm;  in  this  paper,  the  cell  thickness  is
reported  in units  of the  photon  random  walk step
length 1*  in the samples.  This number can be found
for each sample in Table 1.  There is an uncertainty
of a few percent  in the  calculated  value of 1*, and
hence we never know the cell thickness  in units of I *
to better  than  2-3%.  The cell was equipped with a
reservoir that  held several milliliters of sample when
the cell thickness was reduced.  The cell's path length
was calibrated against a fixed thickness  cuvette  in a
spectrophotometer  by the use of a green dye (McCor-
mick's  food  coloring) with  two  absorption  peaks.
From  this  calibration  we determined  the  cell thick-
ness to within 5 plm for each measurement  reported
here.
Samples  were prepared  with  polystyrene  spheres
with  diameters  of  205  and  460  nm  at  a  volume
fraction  +  of  0.017.  A  small  amount  (0.1% by
weight) of sodium dodecyl sulfate, an adsorbing  sur-
factant,  was  added  to  ensure  long-term  stability.
The salt concentration was maintained at high enough
Table  1.  Samples  Studieda
Diameter  1* (Mie theory)
(mm)  (Vlm)  1*/1
205  0.01798  0.00013  120  + 2  8
460  0.01665  + 0.00013  137  + 2  26
aThe  uncertainty  in 1* is dominated  by an uncertainty  of ±%1 in
the index of refraction of polystyrene.  The ratio of the random
walk  step  length  1* to  the  mean  free  path  I is  a measure  of the
anisotropy of single-scattering events.
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Ilevels so that the screening length was less than 5 nm.
Both samples had approximately the  same value for
*, but because  the particle  diameters  varied, the ratio
of the  random  walk step  length  l* to  the  distance
between scattering events I was different.  A detailed
description of the samples appears in Table 1.
The horizontal  axes of many graphs  in this  paper
are in units of optical thickness or L/l*.  We use the
value of 1* calculated from the Mie scattering theory,
assuming that  the index of refraction  of the particles
is 1.583 (see Ref. 11) at  =  514.5 nm and that  the
index of water is 1.336.  Note that  1% errors in the
indices of refraction will change the calculated I  * by a
few percent.  The uncertainties  reported  in Table  1
reflect both the small uncertainty  in  and an uncer-
tainty of 1 part in 100 in the ratio  nH2 o/npoystyrene.
2.  Static Transmission
The static transmission  coefficient can be calculated
within  the  photon  diffusion  approximation.  The
transmission  T through  a slab of infinite transverse
extent  and thickness L is proportional  to the photon
random walk step length I  * (see appendix A):
T = (5/3)(1*/L)[1  + (4/3)(l*/L)]- 1. (3)
If absorption length la is of the order of L2/l*  or less,
this result is modified by a factor of P/sinh(p),  where
p is (3L2/l*la)l/2.12 In  the present  work  we ignore
absorption, as 1a is of the order of a few meters, and
average pathlengths,  which are of the order of L2/l*,
are always less than  15 cm.  The cell's optical trans-
mission  was  measured  by  comparing  the  intensity
transmitted  into the receiving photomultiplier  tubes
with  the  intensity  collected  from  the  first  beam
splitter in Fig. 1.  The resulting ratio drifts when the
laser's  spatial  mode shifts  during  the  course  of an
experiment.  To normalize  for that  drift, the trans-
mission of a standard  cell was measured  repeatedly.
Thus  we are  able to measure  only the  ratio  of the
transmission  of the  sample cell to  a  standard  cell.
Repeated measurements  at  the same thickness  indi-
cate  that  transmission  measurements  obtained  in
this  apparatus  fluctuate  by  4%.  This systematic
uncertainty  dominates the error bars in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, we see the value of l* inferred from static
transmission  measurements.  The measured  trans-
mission coefficient is converted to an apparent  value
of l*/L  by the complete version of Eq.  (3) found  in
appendix A [Eq. (All)].  The resulting  numbers  are
normalized by the average of all measurements  with
L/l  * >  10.  We see in Fig. 3 that for samples thicker
than  51* the  diffusion  approximation  appears  to
correctly  predict  the  total  transmission  coefficient.
We also note, however, that  for the sample with more
isotropic scattering  (205-nm spheres) Eq. (3) breaks
down for values of L/l  * less than  5 or 6, while the cell
with  more  anisotropic  scattering  (460-nm  spheres)
works  well  down to L/1*  of  2.  The  factor  of 3
difference  is  strikingly  similar  to  the  factor  of 3
difference in the distance  between  scattering  events
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Fig. 3.  1* measured by static  transmission  for  (a) the  460-nm
system in water, (b) the 205-nm system in water.  The units are
normalized to the average measured l*  for L/l*  > 10.
(Table 1).  This suggests that  the critical measure of
the applicability of the diffusion approximation might
be the cell thickness measured in units of the distance
between scattering events (L/l) rather than in units
of the random walk step length (L/1*).
3.  Diffusing-Wave  Spectroscopy
The theory  of DWS makes the  connection between
temporal  intensity  fluctuations  of the  speckle field
emerging from the  sample and  the dynamics of the
particles in the  sample.  In this  section, we present
the  basic result  of DWS and  highlight  some of the
assumptions  commonly associated with DWS.  This
is neither an introduction  to, nor a complete presenta-
tion of, DWS.  For more detail, see Ref. 8.
In single-scattering  experiments, all observed pho-
tons travel  nearly the same distance to the detector,
and  the  scattering  angle is well known.  In  DWS,
however, photon  path  lengths  are  typically distrib-
uted  over  several  centimeters.  The  detected  pho-
tons have scattered many times, through  all possible
angles.  The photon  random  walk step length  * is
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I I . . I . . . . I . ,  , -I the only parameter  needed to describe diffusive trans-
port.  It  is calculated  from  the  photon  mean  free
path  by  averaging  over  scattering  angles:  1*/i 
2ko2/(q 2).
In the derivation  of DWS, one first  calculates the
temporal field autocorrelation  function for the case in
which all photons  travel  the  same distance  through
the sample:
91  ~~I  E(,S)(0)  j12)
=exp[-2k 2(Ar2(Qr))(/l*)/6],  (4)
where ko is the photon wave vector in the solvent, and
(Ar 2(Qr))  is the mean squared displacement  of a diffus-
ing particle  in  time  . The  measured  correlation
function includes contributions from a distribution  of
path lengths, P(s), and the result of the measurement
is the weighted average
=~(T  P(s)exp[-2ko 2(S/l*)DTr]ds,  (5)
All expressions for g,(r) depend on both the optical
parameter  L/lP  and the particles'  dynamics (Ar 2Qr)).
Each expression for g,(r) can thus be fit by assuming
knowledge of one of these quantities  and fitting to the
other.  In  this  experiment  we  know  the  particle
dynamics well, and  we study various  approaches  to
the data by seeing how they affect the apparent  value
of P*.
Determinations  of  * from dynamic data show the
same trends  as were observed by static transmission.
In Fig. 4, we plot 1* as determined for cells immersed
in  water  by  fitting  measured  functions  to  the  best
valueof l*.  W~hen  L/l*is  less than10we  begin to see
larger variations in 1  *.  Comparing the data from the
460- and  205-nm systems  shows that  the  point  at
which  DWS fails depends  on  the  anisotropy  of the
scattering form factor; the minimum cell thickness is
closer to 41  * for the 460-nm particles and 91*  for the
205-nm particles.  Apparently, the diffusion approxi-
mation is valid for transport  over shorter  distances in
samples with more anisotropic  scattering  and hence
more scattering  events per 1  *.
1.5
where  P(s)  is  the  photon  path-length  probability
distribution.  In the presence of absorption, a factor
of  exp(-s/la,)  would  be  included  in  the  integral,
decreasing the  contributions  from long paths.  This
basic expression has been verified in several ways
8 "1
3
for samples well into the diffusive regime.
Equation  (5)  can  be  evaluated  exactly  for  the
transmission  of  a  plane  wave  through  a  slab  of
thickness L and infinite transverse  extent:
gQr) = (L/P  +  2P~
sinh(ax) +  Px cosh(ax)
X (1  +  p2X2)sinh(xL/l*)  +  2px cosh(xL/l 4.)
(6)
where  =  (2/3)(1 +  R)/(1  - R),  R  is the  diffuse
reflection coefficient,1 4 X  =  k(Ar 2(Qr))1/2,  and  a  is  a
parameter  explained in  appendix A that  is roughly
equal to  1.  For  simple diffusive motion,  (Ar 2(Qr))  =
6DT, where D  =  kBT/6&Trla  is the  Einstein  diffusion
coefficient and  a  is the  particle  radius.  Including
absorption in this result is relatively straightforward
following the  methods  of Ref. 8.  We have  used a
more complex expression, given in Appendix C, which
includes the hydrodynamic interactions  between the
particle  and the surrounding  fluid.  If we had  omit-
ted  these  complications  of hydrodynamics,  our  re-
sults would have changed by less than 3%.  Hydrody-
namic effects are most significant, however, at times
that  are  comparable  with  the  hydrodynamic  time
(Appendix  C).  In  thicker  samples,  where  photon
path lengths are longer and the times probed by DWS
are  correspondingly shorter,  the  full hydrodynamic
calculation becomes more important.
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Fig.  4.  1* measured  by  fitting  to  g2(r).  The  cells  containing  (a)
460-nm particles  and (b) 205-nm particles  are  submerged in a
water bath.
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Generally, DWS experiments  have been analyzed by
the use of a plane-wave input-point  output geometry
without diffuse reflection.  In fact, the index of refrac-
tion of the cell walls is rarely matched to the solvent
and, even worse, after moving from the sample to the
cell wall, all photons  traveling at sufficiently oblique
angles  will  suffer  total  internal  reflection  and  be
returned  to the sample.  We estimate  that  the criti-
cal angle for a water-glass-air  interface is 50°, while
for water-glass-water  there is no critical angle.  The
diffuse reflection coefficient can be calculated from an
angular  average  over  the  Fresnel  reflection  coeffi-
cients' 4 (see Appendix  B).5 5-2'  We estimate  that  the
diffuse reflection coeffcient in water  is  0.02, while
the  coefficient in air may be as large as 0.10.  In our
calculation, we include only a finite number  of multi-
ple reflections.  The number  of reflections included
depends  on  the  cell  size  (2  cm)  and  the  cell  wall
thickness  (2 mm).  Without this truncation,  the cal-
culated  reflection  coefficient could  be  as  much  as
three  times  larger.  In  order  to  see  the  effects of
these  boundary  conditions,  we performed  measure-
ments on the same system with the sample cell both
in and out of water.
The DWS data in Fig. 5 reveal essentially the same
results  as the data in water (Fig. 4).  Two determina-
tions of I  * are plotted; one ignores reflectivity and the
other  assumes  that  R is 0.1.  Ignoring  reflectivity
adds a  small, but  systematic,  slope to  the  data  for
L/18 less than  12.
Removing water from the bath surrounding the cell
will change  the  diffuse  surface  reflectivity,  which
should change the absolute transmission  (see appen-
dix A).  Removing the water also effectively changes
our  collection optics.  This  systematic  change pre-
vents us from directly comparing transmissions  with
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Fig. 6.  Static  transmission  measured  for the  460-nm particles
after the water was drained from the index-matching bath.
and without water in the bath.  We can demonstrate,
however, that the trends are the same in both air and
water for thick samples by comparing Figs. 3(a) and 6.
The  departure  of T  from  the  diffusive result  still
appears to occur for cells thinner than  4 or 51*.
5.  Plane-Wave  Approximation
All the  results  above use a path-length  distribution
P(s) that  is derived for the  transmission  of a plane
wave through  a  slab  of infinite  transverse  extent.
In fact,  our  slabs  and  our  laser  beams  are  always
finite.  We have investigated  this  limitation  in two
ways.  First,  we tried using the full cylindrical solu-
tion  to  the  diffusion  equation  for  an input  spot of
finite size and Gaussian  intensity  profile, 2223 rather
than  relying on the plane-wave approximation.  This
systematically changes our results  by less than  3%.
Additional measurements  were performed on 500-
,um-thick  cells containing 460-nm polystyrene spheres
at a volume fraction of 0.044.  With this  sample, we
varied the input  spot size by aperturing  a Gaussian
1.5
*a
*
1.0
5  10  15  20  25
L I  '*Mie
Fig.  5.  l*  measured  by  fitting  to  g2(r)  for  the  cell  of  460-nm
particles  after  the  water  was drained  from  the index-matching
bath.  This fit was done twice.  The first time, the correct reflec-
tion coefficient was included (circles),  and the data appear flat down
to L/l*  of  3.  The second fits  (triangles) were done without
reflection, and a systematic slope is present for samples thinner
than  121*.
0.5
0 5 10  15
beam diam. /  cell thickness
Fig. 7.  * determined for various sizes of the input spot size.  It
appears that  the plane-wave approximation works well for beam
diameters larger than 5 times the cell thickness.
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varying  cell thickness  L  (see Fig.  7).  This  experi-
ment  was performed  with  cells placed in air and  in
water to see if diffuse reflection changes the applicabil-
ity of the plane-wave approximation.
The surface reflectivity is relatively unimportant  in
this  measurment.  We see,  however,  that  a  beam
diameter  of at  least  5 cell thicknesses  is desirable
when the plane-wave approximation is used.
6.  Conclusions
We have tested the  applicability of DWS in different
experimental geometries.  It appears that DWS works
best for sample cells with L/l  * >  10 and for an input
spot with  a  diameter  greater  than  5L.  The mini-
mum cell thickness  for DWS appears  to be close to,
but perhaps  slightly larger  than,  the  minimum  cell
thickness  for which the diffusion approximation  cor-
rectly  calculates  the  total  transmission  coefficient.
Further,  we have demonstrated  that  the exact point
at which both DWS and the diffusion approximation
fail depends on the anisotropy of individual scattering
events  or  perhaps  simply  on  the  raw  number  of
collisions.  The breakdown  point  can be as thin  as
L/l * > 3.  The utility of the diffusion approximation
for relatively thin samples with large 1/l  is of great
importance  for  systems  with  strongly  anisotropic
scattering,  such as biological systems and systems of
micrometer-sized and larger particles.  Although the
size  and  the  effects  of surface  reflections  can  be
estimated,  we believe that  it  is simpler  and  more
reliable to minimize them by submerging sample cells
in an index-matching fluid such as water.
The actual breakdown point of the diffusion approx-
imation depends on boundary conditions and scatter-
ing  properties  of  individual  samples.  The  break-
down  also  appears  to  be rather  sudden,  generally
growing larger than  5% for changes of  just  1 or 2 1  * in
the sample thickness.  As a practical matter,  then, it
is not desirable to work close to the limits set in this
paper  unless  there  is some certainty  about  1* for a
given sample.
Appendix A:  Derivation of Transmission Coefficient
The total transmission  coefficient for a slab calculated
within  the  diffusion approximation  without  photon
absorption is basically proportional to l */L.
(Al)
This  appendix  contains  a  simple derivation  of this
result.  The transmission  coefficient is independent
of the profile of the input beam for a slab of infinite
transverse  extent.  We choose to solve the  simplest
problem, the one-dimensional photon diffusion prob-
lem, and then use this solution to compute the flux at
both  faces.  The transmission  is then  calculated by
dividing  the  transmitted  flux  by  the  total  flux.
There  are many other  derivations  of Eq.  (A1). 5,15-2'
Within the diffusion approximation in the absence of
absorption,  photon  transport  is  described  by  the
diffusion of photon energy density U:
,U = DV 2U, (A2)
where D  =  c*73  is the  photon  transport  diffusion
coefficient, and c is the speed of light in the scattering
medium.  We consider the steady-state,  one-dimen-
sional problem pictured in Fig. 8,
0Z 2U =  0, (A3)
which  has straight  lines  as a solution.  We further
assume  that  the  incident  flux appears  as a  diffuse
source at some distance al * inside the sample, a  1,
e.g., U(al*) =  2U0. Nowthesolutionisoftheform
+ Blz
U =  Ar+  BrZ
for z <al *
forz  > al*'
(A4)
To  solve  for  the  A  and  B  coefficients  we  need  the
correct boundary conditions.
The boundary  conditions require  that  the duffuse
flux into the sample, at the boundary, be solely due to
reflections.  The net current  J, given by Fick's law,
can be considered as the sum of the currents  in each
direction 8 5:
J*i=J+ -J-  = -Di  VU (A)
The current in each direction has an isotropic compo-
nent 24
Uc  D, J  = Uc+  aU.
4  2
(A6)
In terms of this current,  the boundary conditions are
J+(0) = RJ_(O),
J_(L) = RJ+(L),
(A7)
(A8)
where  R  is  the  diffuse reflection  coefficient.  The
final condition is that  U has no discontinuity  at z =
U
0  *  L
Fig. 8.  Energy  density U is displayed for the  one-dimensional
steady-state  problem.  From this solution to the diffusion equa-
tion,  we  derive  the  transmission  coefficient  of a  slab  of optical
thickness L/l*  in appendix A.
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51*  41*  -1
T  =  I 
3L  3Lal *.  We now have three boundary conditions for the
four coefficients.  We arbitrarily  set Al to U0and find
(1  + z/hl*)
U=  U  +  /h
L + ( - a)l*  (L  + hl* -z)
forz  < od 
forz  >  al*
(A9)
where h = (2/3)(1  + R)/(l  - R).  With this  solution
for the energy density, the transmission  coefficient is
readily obtained by the use of the transmitted  and the
backscattered  fluxes.
Thus the total transmission  is
T =_  J+(L)
Jw(L) + J_()
which is evaluated with Eq. (A6),  giving
I*(
T =  L}
(A10)
(All)
The prefactor of 5/3 in Eq. (Al) is obtained by setting
R to 0 and a to  1.  It  depends on both the physical
boundary  conditions and on a, which is an artifact of
this  simple model.  The denominator,  however, de-
pends  on only the boundary  conditions.  We always
measure  the  ratio  of the  transmission  of different
samples.  This ratio is insensitive to the value of the
prefactor in Eq. (Al).
Fig. 9.  Light leaving the cell of diameterD at an angle of 01  travels
in the cell wall of thickness d at an angle 02, which is calculated by
Snell's  law.  For  02  greater  than  the  angle  for  total  internal
reflection, all light will be either reflected or carried along the cell
wall to its  edge.  The total  reflection coefficient can be greatly
reduced by submerging the cell in water, which increases the angle
of total internal reflection.
ber  of  multiple  reflections.  At  each  reflection,  a
photon  propagates  2d  tan(02)  along  the  sample's
surface.  We choose  to  ignore  multiple  reflections
that  require  that  the photon  be translated  by more
than half of the cell  diameter  D.  That is, the number
of reflections  included  in the  calculation Nm is the
smallest  integer  less than  D/4d  tan(02).  The total
reflection  coefficient  is
R(0) = R12(01) +  T1 2(0j)R23(02)T21(02)
Appendix B:  Estimating Diffuse Reflection Coefficients
Boundary conditions have an impact on the details of
all  measurements  involving  diffuse  light.  In  the
previous  appendix, the  transmission  coefficient was
derived assuming  knowledge of the reflection coeffi-
cient at  the boundary.  This reflection coefficient is
also  needed to  calculate the  correct  distribution  of
photon  path  lengths  through  the  sample and hence
g1(T).  For  a  single interface  the  calculation  of the
diffuse  reflection  coefficient  by  Zhu  et  al.14 is quite
good.  For  a  double  interface,  such  as that  which
occurs when the  sample is contained in a cell whose
walls have finite thickness,  the calculation is harder.
In this  appendix we present  our estimate  of this real
reflection  coefficient.
The estimate  involves multiple  reflections and  fi-
nite  cell size.  In  addition  to the  diffuse reflection
coefficient between a multiple-scattering  sample and
a  nonscattering  external  medium  R 2(0), 14 we con-
sider light  that  propagates  to the  second boundary
and is reflected back into the  sample, increasing the
reflectivity by T 2(0j)R 23(02)T 12(02).  In  this  section,
01 is the angle of incidence for light moving from the
diffuse medium to the cell wall, and 02 is the angle at
which  light propagates  in the  cell wall (see Fig. 9).
Snell's  law is used  to calculate  02(01).  We need to
include multiple reflections, but only a limited num-
j=Nm(02)
x  E  [R21(02)R23(02)]i
j=o
=  R12(01) +  T12(01)R2 3(02)T 21(0 2)
1  - [R2 (02)R23(02)Nm(2)
1  - R21(02)R2 3(02)
(Bi)
(B2)
where  the  R's  and  T's  are  polarization-averaged
Fresnel  reflection and  transmission  coefficients, re-
spectively.  The  final reflection coefficient R  is ob-
tained  from R(0) in Eq. (B2) following the technique
described in Ref. 14.  The correct number  of reflec-
tions to include in the sum is probably different at the
center  and the  edge of the cell, a factor we have not
considered.  We emphasize that  this  is an approxi-
mate calculation that  can be affected by factors  such
as our estimate  of the relevant number  of reflections
Nm.
Appendix C:  Short-Time Particle Motion
Recent  work  on  short-time  particle  hydrodynamics
emphasizes the fact that  in many DWS experiments,
the  rms  displacement  of the  particle  (r 2('r)) is not
well approximated  by the  familiar  long-time  result
(Ar2 (r))  =  6Dr. 25'26 The  hydrodynamic  time  scale,
the time it takes for vorticity to traverse the particle's
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2  1+R
-3 T  -- R  + at
4  I+R  1*
1+  _3 T  _-  _R  Tdiameter, is TV =  pa2/q  is 55 ns for a 460-vim particle.
Diffusive motion is not well established  for as many
as 100 T,'s.  Decay times for a sample of reasonable
optical thickness  are often several hundred  nanosec-
onds, which is of the  order  of the time  it takes  for
nondiffusive hydrodynamic  effects to decay.  A full
hydrodynamic  treatment  for  a  single  suspended
Brownian  particle  has  been  given by  Hinch, 27 and
yields a much more complex form of (Ar 2(T)):
(Ar 2(T))= 6D(T - 2(-)  +  9  4V(4  - -)
3
+ (  - 12
1
[3- exp(a, 2-r)
x erfc(a++v/;)  - - exP(a_ )erfc(a  O])1,
where
3
a+ = 
3 ±  5 - 8  p')1/2
,  1 + 2 P"
~)
and p' and p are the densities of the particle and fluid,
respectively.  Note that,  in general, the a  are com-
plex and the  two terms  involving them  are complex
conjugates  of each other.  As a practical  point,  we
remark that the usual power series expansions of the
complementary  error  function  work well with com-
plex  arguments.  At  high  particle  concentrations,
interactions  between particles become important  and
gl(T) wil contain contributions  from collective density
fluctuations,  particularly  if the  mean  interparticle
distance is less than  the wavelength of light.  In this
case, the quantity (Ar 2(T)) must be replaced by
(Ar
2(T))  +  [A(q, T)]
[S(q)]  (C3)
where S(q) is the  structure  factor of the suspension,
and A(q, T) = N-1 7  (ri(T)  Arj(T)exp{iq [ri(O)  -
rj(0)]})  is a time- and q-dependent factor that  accounts
for the correlated  motions between particles. 28 The
square  brackets  denote  the  q  average,  [X] =  f2koa
X(q)F(q)q3dq/ f0k^a F(q)qdq,  where F(q) is the particle
form factor.  We have no way to evaluate the expres-
sion for A(q, r) and  choose instead to ignore it.  An
estimate  of  [A(q, T)]  may  be  made  by  calculating
[A(q, cc)].29 In the low concentration  systems used in
this  study, the effect of ignoring [A(q,  co)]  is less than
1%.
Ignoring  the  effects  discussed  in  this  appendix
would have changed the values of 1*  inferred by this
paper by less than  3%.  At higher volume fractions,
these effects are more pronounced.
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